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MM. D . XOTflG&R ** 0001:

I thought you Bight he interested in the attached ease
aiuSy entitled *1&e Girl rho Yftl**d Too Stoob* which was prepared fey
one of th« personnel counselors fro** her firet hand observations.
The situation described by the counselor i» not presented
88 n general problem requiring Management consideration at this
tise, but r»th*r a* sn interesting illustration of how a rather
oesual observation regarding esg>loyee conduct aade by *. higher rank
ing supervisor sometimes results in quite serious consequences to
the employees and supervisors imediately concerned. It also ahowa
the counselor's detailed knowledge of the situation in which she is
working, her ettitude of objectivity toward the situetion one is
observing. and bow her function «s a personnel counselor is per"
formed. In order to protect the identity of the people involved,
we have tried to eliminate or alter ae auoh identifying materiel
as possible without distorting the actual sequence of events. How
ever, in view of the possibility that aom supervisors, whether
directly Involved or not. .night f**i that the Heterial identifies
then, we would appreciate it if you would resjsrd the case a* being
...^^ ai

confidential.

a . s. HtnrcasnRD - eoo
tot.
Copy to:
0.
iendry - 1000
B* ?. Clifford - £000
J. *i. Qtcnr
- 3000
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October 21, 1959

/

/'I

Mr. Willi*fa B. Dixon
Hawthopne Plant
Western Electric Go*
Chicago, Illinois
Dear Bills
I enclose copy of the new corrected case.
copies are being corrected to fit your suggestions.
identification could be made will remain.

t

The mimeographed
No trace by -which

I have a copy of the book now and am to review it for Mechanical
Engineering (by the editor's request). I hope I can do it justice and speed
the cause along. But you certainly have given me a job/ thus indirectly^
it is a monumental tome full of meatl

I*

See you at Christmas, perhaps.
Yours sincerely,

GMA:R
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THE GIRL M Q TALKEB TOO MUCH
The objectives of this write-up are as follows;
1. To describe a situation which, as originally manifested,
appeared relatively simple but becacte far ©ore complex
than the line organization itself realized.
2*

To show the consequences to employee relations of impul
sive supervisory action.

3. To roughly indicate the nature of the personnel san* s
activity.
.* .The report is organized to emphasize the chronological sequence
of events, as they actually happened rather than to organize it.
around the social structure or some other scheme because this approach
seems to bring out more clearly the development of a problem froia an
individual one to a general one. The descriptive material has
evolved froia the personnel man's own observations and the composite
observations of both, supervisors and employees in the group. Inter
mittent notations have been incorporated at points where the personnel
man could either show the significance or utility of her observations
or demonstrate the effect of her contacts upon the action taken.
The latter is very difficult to evaluate but it is felt that the
personnel nan»s ability to promote desirable interaction between
people in this situation was the culmination of two years of study
in the area under consideration, la. other nord»,. the personnel man,
on thefcaftlsof a knowledge of all the individuals who had worked
on this job during the last two years, their skills, attitudes, work
habits, efficiency, and norms of acceptable behavior, was in an ex
cellent position to inject perspective into the thinking of the
supervisors so that current difficulties would be placed in their
proper context. The historical background was particularly useful
and probably its full significance could not have been lifted out
had the personnel man not been in close touch with personnel and
job developments during the entire period of growth.
Many details have been omitted which are related to this
particular problem., largely because this is an attempt to briefly
describe a group of people momentarily thrown out of equilibrium
rather than to exhibit everything known about the group and all of
its interpersonal relationships, etc. Roughly, included are those
items which the personnel man had to quickly recall to aind in
discussing the problem during time intervals too brief to permit a
complete analysis of recorded data on the people and processes
involved.
While reading this account it is most important to think of
the history of the group leading up to the attitudes and behavior
being brought out. Prior to March 1, 19S8 when the group switched
over to a new payment plan, It had been allowed a great deal of
freedom quite In contrast to other groups at the plant. Super
visors and employees alike, especially those engaged In conveyor
operations, seeaed to have an exptrimental attitude toward increasing
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efficiency which led to many improvements In work techniques, lay
outs, tools, and cooperative effort. Employees were frequently con
sulted "before changes were introduced and were complimented almost
daily for improvement in their efficiency, an improvement which
could be graphed as a steady increase throughout. So far as dis
cipline was concerned, one could almost say that It was self imposed,
and acceptable behavior included alaost any activity which did not
Interfere with efficiency. Group singing was commonplace and no
attempt was made to curtail talking; if anything, this kind of be
havior was regarded as a sort of "index of morale.- Supervisors
summed all the above up in the statement, "We do things in a dif
ferent way in this organization."
With the introduction of the new payment system and higher
output standards, previous records could no longer be judged "satis
factory," Consequently, employees were not accorded the recognition
to which they Were accustomed. Changes in techniques and shifts in
personnel were made on a trial-error basis without consulting em
ployees and frequently without explanation. As will.be shown, the
higher management began to look at the job and attempt to con
tribute some ideas which, in their thinking, would help to bring
about saore rapid progress. One of the first and siost obvious things
which could be seen by an observer far removed from the work level
was employee behavior and the tendency was to classify behavior Into
work or non-work categories. Talking fell into the latter and rapidly
became taboo. While it is possible that it may have been distracting
in some instances, the personnel man has seen little evidence of
conversations which interfered with the employees* ability to focus
attention on the work before the&. Instead it seemed to perform an
important function in relating people together and in relieving
tension created by working at a rapid pace on repetitive operations.
The assembly group A is composed of eight women operators
who work on one side (which we call a) of a conveyor and an equal
number of operators who work on the other side (called b), both
lines performing the same operations, making a total of aixteen
operators which includes the first or "lead off" girls, supply
operators, the five assembling operators, and one; inspector for
eacbi line.
For the purpose of convenience and Identification, throughout
this report the operators will retain the numbers assigned to their
first work positions.
March 17
On March 17 a new supervisor, Superintendent A, took over
the group. In the same day a new method of assembling was introduced
which necessitated taking out one operator from each line. Operators
4b and 4& were removed.
March SO
Plant Superintendent A anovJissistant to Production Manager
were on a tour of the plant and while stopping to look at Group A,
observed Operators Sa and 5a talking. Plant Superintendent A called
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Department Chief A s and Foreman A*s attention to this. Operator
5a was informed of this and she In turn told Ph. The supervisors
felt that if one were told, the other would be informed by the
operator who had been notified.
M&rch %2
Plant Superintendent A in passing the conveyor of Floor
Chief A two days later, commented to Department Head A and Foreman
A, **Your Inspector la and Operator 5a carry on extensive conver
sations, don't they?" Foreman A and Department Head A began to
take a closer look at the behavior of the operators on the two lines.
Inspector la was advised by the Inspection Floor Chief to cut down
unnecessary talking.
March S3
It was observed by Foreman A and Floor Chief A that Operator
3b talked and "argued * with the other girls, particularly lb, and
it was decided to move her and place 4a in the position of 3b, and
place an operator from another conveyor in position Sb. Operator
3b was placed in,another group under Floor Chief D. The output of
both lines in Group A was considered low, and the move was made to
determine whether Sb -a talking had affected the output. For the
moment her past performance, which had always been rated excellent,
was forgotten. The personnel man had frequently observed that 3b
seemed able to master any assignment with unusual ease. Even though
she ordinarily assisted other operators on the line, she worked at
a faster pace than those who provided her with work.
1

1

March 84
Foreman A talked with the personnel man and mentioned th$t to
his surprise lb had asked when Sb was to be returned. He thought
that perhaps he had misinterpreted the * arguments and that they
must have been "friendly. * Foreman A commented that 3b was one of
the most efficient operators that they had. He also stated that
5b was not informed as to why she was changed, as the supervisors
were not sure as to whether her talking did affect the output of
the group.
11

1

aferch 25
The personnel man contacted operator 3b, who felt that the
job on which she had been placed was too easy and that time passed
too slow. She had already made the acquaintance of all the operators

Footnote:
The supervisory hierarchy is as follows:
A floor chief reports to a foreman a foreman to a department
head, and a department head to a plant superintendent, who
reports to the production manager. Inspection is a separate
division with its own hierarchy. The personnel man belongs
to another organisation still.
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around her. ^he did not seem to know why she was moved, except
that it was necessary to take one operator from the line.
?

Personnel man directed 3b s attention to the .fob on which
she was now working inquiring if there was anything else about
her job that she could do. Sb Indicated that she could make
an extra operation whenever she had an opportunity and if the
girl next to her could not complete her operations, she could
assist her.
On the conveyor from which operator 3b had been removed, the
girls had been wondering as to why she had been taken off. Among
those who coiasiented to the personnel man were 4a and 2a who said,
We can t understand why operator Sb was taken off. She*s the most
efficient of any of us," and, "They took 5b off, and she's the one
girl around here who gets through the first and always has extra
time. We don't know why she was taken off."
!r

!

The above observation was of interest to the personnel
man because it showed something of the group sentiment and
attitude toward Sb. It also gave the personnel man an in
sight into the group feelings about this saove so that should
the supervisors discuss this with the personnel man, the
personnel man would be better able, knowing how the operators
looked upon the change, to direct attention to important facts.
April 10
On April 10, 5a was absent due to Illness and 3b was placed
back on the line but in position 2h» It was necessary for her to
adapt herself to assembling operations different from those to which
she had been accustomed on 3b. She found that it was necessary for
her to stand most of the day In order to do her Job. Toward the
end of the afternoon, when Floor Chief A eaiae over to the conveyor,
she was still having difficulty in keeping up.* She observed him
watching her and became irritated when he said, "Why 3b, I did»*t
think you ever had trouble keening upi" She then entered into an
argument with hiis. (The personnel taan was present at this time.)
Floor Chief A reported the above to Foreman A, who later told
the personnel man that it had «ade him very angry to hear that Sb
would talk to Floor Chief A as she had done.
Putting operator 3b* s remarks in their context, the person
nel man talked with Foreman A bringing out that operator Sb
had been off the line for a week, that when placed back into
the line, she was in a new position where the operations were
different, that she had to stand up, an Indication to the girls
with whom *he worked that she was having difficulty, a situa
tion new to 3b since she knew that she was recognized by all
the other girls as being one of the most efficient, that It
was near the end of the day - 4:30 - when she glanced xip and
saw her Floor Chief looking at her. The personnel aian felt
that Foreaan A had changed his attitude toward 3b following
this discussion.
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April 15
Inspectors la and lb exchanged Jobs with inspectors from Floor
Chief B s conveyor. The change was made by supervisors who believed
there had been excess talking. Neither the operators nor the in
spectors were given a reason for the change but on the basis of the
admonition given Inspector la on larch ££, they felt that It was be
cause of talking. The operators and inspectors did not seem to fully
understand what was meant by excess talking.
T

The personnel man noted this as again it was expressing
the group's attitude. Should the supervisors discuss talking"
with the personnel man, the personnel man would be in a position
to direct their thinking toward the employees* feelings about it.
tt

April, 17
Foreman B replaced A who was assigned to another section.
Foremen A and C worked In an advisory capacity to B while he learned
the details of the job.
April 21
Foreman C contacted the personnel man and said that Depart
ment Chief A had observed 5b talking two days before and wanted to
move her immediately. Nothing had been said to 5b.
The personnel man in talking with Foreman C suggested
that they look at the daily output figures for the past week.
The personnel man had previously looked at them and had noted
that the line on which 5b was working had shown a slight in
crease over la*s line. The personnel man used this oppor
tunity to discuss with Foreman C "talking" now as compared
with ''•talking" » year,ago. Foreman C felt that he would not
do anything in regard to moving 5b and would continue to
observe her behavior before making any decision to move her.
He did not know just how her talking was affecting the total
output of the group, but did observe that the output of I>ine
b on which she worked was slightly higher than that of Line a.
Summary March 17 to Anril 24
In order to clarify the events which had taken place up to
this time, a brief summary follows:
While walking through the department on Harch SO, the Plant
Superintendent in charge and the Assistant to Production Manager ob
served Operators 2a and 5a conversing on the ;)ob. The Plant Super
intendent called this to the attention of the Department Head and
foreman who was In charge of these operators at that time and pointed
out that the operators should be advised to cease talking. Foreman
A notified 5a and left her v/ith the responsibility for notifying Sa«
Two days later the Plant Superintendent noted that 5a and
Inspector la were talking and as a result all supervisors from
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Department Head down began to consciously classify this activity as
undesirable. On the following day Foreman A and Floor Chief A ob
served that 3b was arguing a great deal with other employees and
without looking at her work record, the output of the line on which
she was working, or the nature of the arguments other than manifest
behavior, moved her to Group D without offering any reason for the
change.
On the next day the foreman commented that he must have mis
interpreted the "arguments" as evidence of personal antagonism between
3b and other operators, especially lb, because lb had inquired about
when 3b would be returned to her old position* He added that 3b was
one of his most efficient operators, a fact which had been established
shortly after she was hired.
On March £5, the personnel man talked with 3b on the job.
She was quite dissatisfied because the new job was too simple and al
though she had made ra^id progress In developing a place for herself
in the social group, ti&e passed very slowly. With the personnel
&an*s help she decided that she could carry out an extra operation and
thus keep move completely occupied. In the meantime, the personnel
man observed: that Group A were confused as to why the person whom
they rated as the most efficient on the line had been moved.
The move Just described did serve to temporarily relieve the
attention given to talking but when 3b was returned to the group on
April 10 to fill a vacancy created by the absence of 5a, she en
countered a new problem. She was placed in position 2b and had so
much difficulty keeping up with the line that the Floor Chief A be
gan to watch her closely toward the end of th#* day. Be criticized
her inability "to keep up," an argument ensued, §nd when Foreman
A was Informed of It, he became very angry at her attitude* A talk
with the personnel man modified his feeling through helping hia to
recognize the circumstances leading to and surrounding the event.
On April 13* attention of supervisors again became focussed
on talking - Just why is not known. Inspectors la and lb were trans
ferred to another group for talking too much and the personnel man
began to hear questions raised as to the meaning of "excess talking."
A week later Foreman C, now in charge of production control
for the department and formerly in charge of Group A, advised the
personnel man that Department Head A had again seen 3b talking and
wanted to move her out of the group. Inasmuch as Foreman C now works
closely with Department Head A on any personnel changes, the person
nel nan encouraged him to wonder why operators talk on the job and
specifically the extent to which talking had been reflected in out
put records- The latter showed that the Line b had been turning out
more units per day than Line a.
April 24 OUM.)
4a returned after her illness, but 3b was kept on the line
and 4a was placed elsewhere.
fe;30 P.M.)
Department Head A, while talking to Floor Chief A, noticed 3b
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talking to the girls around her. On leaving Floor Chief A, he went
directly over to 5b and reprimanded her before the other girls on
the two lines for her talking.
(5? 05 P.M.)
Floor Chief A, who in the meantime had found it necessary to
see another supervisor, not knowing that Department Head A had talked
to operator Sb, went over to talk to her a half hour later and said.
*I noticed that while you were talking a while ago, Department Head
A observed you. I just wanted to warn you. lt s O.K. for you to
talk, but for heaven's sake, don't do it when the old man is around.
Operator 5b started to cry.
f

w

(ZilO P . M . )
Floor Chief A contacted Operator la to see if she knew why
operator 5b had so suddenly started to cry. Operator la said she
didn't think that a supervisor should bawl out a girl in front of the
others. Floor Chie# A did not know what she meant as he had not
interpreted his own remarks to operator 5b as being a bawling out.
Operator la explained to him that Department Head A was the super
visor to whoa she was referring.
(4gQ0 P.M.)
Department Head A heard that operator la said this and stated
to Foreman C and Floor Chief A that no operator should tell hist what
to do. (Operator la has been in disfavor with Department Head A for
the past few months because he feels that she was restricting in
output.)
(4:50 P.M«)
Department Head A stopped by the conveyor and observed 5b
talking. He became very much disturbed and requested that she be moved
Immediately to a job that would demand her full attention. He seemed
to feel that she had disregarded his request that she stop talking,
and that she was making a point of talking in front of him. An
operator was needed to fill an opening on another job. and as a
punishment, it was decided to place Sb there although this job seemed
to be recognized as a man*s job.
Up to this point the personnel man had participated in only
those Instances where note has been atade. Foreman A stopped the
personnel man to explain why 5b was transferred. He reviewed the events
already described by stating that Plant Superintendent A and Assistant
to Production Manager had stopped by the conveyor one day and had noted
the *talking* on the line. The Plant Superintendent A was interested
because he had heard that the output was lower there than on other
lines and called Foreman A*s and Department Head A*s attention to this.
Bver since, he and Department Head A had been observing more closely
and Department Head A had seen 5b talking steadily for twenty minutes
and had bawled her out most "severely.* Only two hours later Depart
ment Head A, on passing the conveyor where 5b was working, had noticed
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that she was talking, and he thought that she had looked directly at
him, making him feel that she was deliberately disobeying his orders.
He had become very angry and indicated that he would like to fire her
but instead had ordered her to be placed on the Job where she was now
working.
Foreman A said that he could.not understand why 3b had con
ducted herself in this manner, particularly after having been bawled
out the way she was, adding that Department Head A had done everything
but swear in talking with operator 3b. Foreman A stated that operator
3b had done a very good job while working under Floor Chief D and
that Floor Chief D, on needing a very efficient operator, had asked
that operator 3b be given to him, as he considered her to be better
than any other operator that he had. Foreman A stated further that
operator 3b was regarded as being very efficient by all of the
supervisors for whom she had worked. He had felt, however, that she
did not cooperate to the fullest extent with the girls with whoa she
worked, that she did her oisn Job very well but did not seem to help
those around her whenever they needed any assistance. He added that
due to Department Head A*s feeling about her, she would never go
back on a conveyor again.
The personnel man had not as yet talked to Operator 3b
but did raise questions In light of past observations. "How
positive could one be that operator 3b had talked In defiance
to Department Head A*s wishes?" *Just how were the super
visors looking at 'talking?** "How do the operators look at
^talking*?" "How have the supervisors looked upon HalHing*
in the past?" The personnel man was inquiring in this area
so that Foreman A sight look st it sore closely* At the
beginning of the discussion, Foreman & seemed to be in ac
cordance with Department Head A*s feeling but toward the end,
his feeling seested to be modified.
April 26 (A*M.}
f

Foreman C and Foreman B had 3b come to Foreman C s desk where
they explained to 3b the reason for her transfer. Forets&n C also
told 3b that Department Head A had wanted to fire her. Foreman B
had just been transferred to this section and asked Foreman C, a
former supervisor in the section, to talk to 3b.
April 26 (3.15 PJSU)
The personnel man approached 3b*s new position. She called
to the personnel man and said, "I don't suppose you expected to see
me here. I^m being punished* This is really a san*s Job. My arm
and ay fingers ache so. Have scratched my arms too. These boys
with whoa I am working are sure razzing me. Department Head A became
very impatient with me. Told me I was distracting the other girls.
I hadn't looked at It that way. I can see what he meant. He had the
wrong impression, I think. Thinks what he said went in one ear and
out the other* it didnH really. The girls on the line wanted to
know to what X owed my success. (Having an opportunity to talk with
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a department or division chief was usually considered a compliment
hut In this instance it was known to be the reverse.) I told them I
guessed it was the gift of gab. After a while I cou!dn t stand it
any snore and I cried. At first I tried to laugh so they wouldn*t
see I felt so bad. I've promised Foreman B that I will never talk.
I'm under his care now and can't let him down. Could we talk tomorrow?
I want to talk to Department Head A but don't know just what to say."
f

(3s45 P.il*)
A supervisor from another department contacted the personnel
man. asking if he knew 3b. She wondered how It had happened that a
girl had been placed on a job which she considered to be man's work.
Here it should be noted that in transferring 3b to another
location, other employees became involved in quite a different way.
She was placed on a job heretofore rated as a man's job for "punish
ment ' and as a consequence some of the women started to wonder if
they would be transferred to these more difficult jobs and men be
came apprehensive over whether or not they would be replaced by
women. In other words, they could only interpret the change in the
light of what they observed, that is, the organization seemed to be
replacing men with women. Evidently the fact that 3b had been moved
to this particular job was so apparent that people In other depart
ments immediately noticed it.
1

April 86 (4i00 P.M.)
Personnel man contacted Foreman 8 to make arrangements for
taking 3b off the job for a talk. (3b at this time was reporting
directly to Foreman B) Foreman B pointed out that If he had been In
this group longer he would not have moved 3b. He felt that she had
not had a "square deal" and added that she was young (SI years old)
and had never before been told about her excess talking. He said he
did not feel that he could talk to Department Head A about this,
however. He believed that Department Head A had acted too quickly
and had not given her enough time to show what she could do." He
began the conversation saying that 3b should not go to see Depart
ment Head A as the latter was leaving everything up to his supervisors.
Toward the end he stated that he felt if 3b wanted to see Department
Head A she should see him, that Foreman C had said she should not
but he could not see that it would harm her in any way and might help
her. He seemed to feel that the job she was on was too heavy for a
girl* He added that he hoped she could be taken off the job the
following morning and placed on a conveyor and that each of his
floor chiefs (5) had requested her for their conveyors.
In mentioning this to the personnel man, Foreman B
suddenly stopped and said, "I've been saying many things to
you that are confidential - could I say these same things to
anyone else from your organization who might take your place?
Do all the individuals In your organisation regard confidential
material the same way you do?" The personnel man used this
opportunity to discuss the way personnel men function in a
department. Foreman B mentioned to the personnel man that
Foreman A had commented to him when he was transferred to this
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section that he should contact the personnel man as he had
had several contacts with the personnel man and had cope
away fro© them feeling that he had gained a great deal of help.
April -26 (4:45 P.M.)
Floor Chief A told 3b that it might be well Tor her to con
tact Department Head A as she had left the wrong impression with
him.
Anril 27 (8;3Q A.M.)
(Interview with 5b) 3b felt that she must talk to Department
Head A and let him know that what he had said had not gone "in one
ear and out the other" - that she ha£ not realized how she was dis
tracting the other operators as she had always been able to do her
own work. She said that Floor Chief A had told her the preceding
evening as she left the plant that it would be well for her to talk
to Department Head A and^ get things straightened out.
3b had always appeared to the personnel man, to the super
visors and girls with whom she worked, to be a carefree, happy-golucky individual, but in talking with her, 3b mentioned that she
was not living at home, that her father was very strict, beatcher
mother and made living at home for her unpleasant so that she had
decided to leave. Her boy friend, whom she plani to marry in
September, is employed but is at home due to a disability incurred
while working. He has worked only a short time during the past year
and 3b had met all payments on a car owned by him. She gives her
mother $5*00 a week and occasionally buys her two younger brothers
clothing. She pays $8.00 for her board and room. At present she
is making $28.00 a week. She seemed to express a desire to go back
home and also was wondering if she really loved her boy friend. She
did stress the fact that her job was,very important to her. She
further stated that the girls with whom she works think that she is
an only child. She explained this saying that when working in
another department, someone had started that story and that everyone
knew her father worked for the company and all had assumed that she
had a very easy life. After the story became widespread, she had
decided to say nothing further about it. She was very much disturbed
because of the "jam* In which she was Involved and was determined to
talk to Department Head A. After Department Head A talked to her the
first time on April 24th, she had not talked to anyone until almost
time to leave when she asked the girl next to her about the job.
The girls across from her had told her that Department Head A was
watching her, and she felt he may have become angry over this so
that she also wanted to explain this Incident. She appeared to be
worried for fear Department Head A would be angry when she talked
to him and said that she understood that he had wanted to fire her.
"I usually think about what I'm going to talk about ahead of
time, but I didn't in regard to this interview. I asked the girls
with whom I have worked and the girls that I know who have been out
for an interview just what they talked about and they said it didn't
make any difference, that I could talk about anything. They said
I could talk about ay boy friend, or about clothes, job, or about
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anything I wanted to, so I didn't think about what I would say
this time. I didn't realize, though, that I'd be talking all
about ay family,"
during the interview, the personnel man helped Sb re-*
state her problem, 5b also repeated four times to the person
nel man, what she was planning to say to Department Head A.
April 27 (11:15 A*M.)
Personnel man observed Sb talked with Department Head A at
his desk* The personnel man also noted that both Sb and Depart
ment Head A were smiling,
(11:15 A.M.)
Foreman B stopped the personnel man and said, "I told Depart
ment Head A this morning that I thought we had acted a little too
hastily with Sb and that X think we should give her another chance.
. He seemed to be In perfect accord with that and said that if I
felt that she realized what her talking meant and that if I felt
that she had learned her lesson, that she could be taken off the
Job and placed on the conveyor in Group B immediately. I think
i got my point across to him all right."
April 88
The personnel man contacted Sb, who remarked that she had
looked around for the personnel man after she left Department Head
A*s desk as she wanted to let the personnel man know that every
thing had turned out all right. "It was just one, two, three. He
did think that I had deliberately gone ahead talking after he had
told me not to, so it's a good thing I stopped to see him. I think
everything is fixed up all right now, and he told me he'd forget all
about it. He said he really tries to be a good supervisor, and I
told him yes, that I thought he was a good supervisor, and about
that time I thought I'd leave because It seemed to be a good place
to stop. So everything worked out all right. The job l*m on now
is a very easy one and perhaps I can pick it up so quickly that I
can help the girl next to me. I'm now only supposed to put in two
screws but if I can put In a third one too, that would help her,
and since the lob is so easy, I thought I ought to be able to get
my speed up so that I can do that all right. I'm not talking to
any of the girls around me, though."
May 1
The personnel man went into the department to contact an
Inspection supervisor and three of the inspectors. The following
contacts in which reference made to Sb occurred as the personnel
man was walking from one end of the aisle to the others
Floor Chief A said: "Everything is running along very
now - not having any difficulty at all. The output is up
•ore than Department Head A ever anticipated. I'm really
of the world. I haven't had any difficulty at all except
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happened the other day with 3b. I felt pretty sorry for her. I
knew that she was at first blaming me for what happened, I saw
Department Head A looking at her, but didn't dream that he would
go over and speak to her immediately. I had to contact another
supervisor and by the time I got back Department Head A had al
ready been over to see her, and 1 guess he really bawled her out.
I didn't know anything about it and really got my foot into it.
I went over just to warn her, and the next thing I knew she was
crying. I went around to see la and she said that she didn't
think any supervisor ought to bawl a girl out on a conveyor as had
been done. I told her I didn't think I had bawled her out. She
said, "Ho, you didn't, but Department Head A did." It seems as
if the old man heard about that. She's really a good kid, and I
would like to have her working for me any time. She knows how to
get right In there and do the job.
As the personnel man left Floor Chief A, he continued to look
for the supervisor in Inspection. Floor Chief C passed him and
the personnel man spoke to him, while still looking around for the
inspector. Floor Chief C almost immediately, after a slight pause
when neither the personnel man nor floor chief said anything, said,
*Iou know, it was just too bad that I was never able to have $b
work for me. I think that she's one of the best operators around
here. I feel that had she worked for me that this never would
have occurred. When she came back from talking with Department
Head A the other day, I gave her a few little words of advice. I
told her that if she would try to do her own job and would be very
careful so that she would never talk when anyone saw her, that
after about a week or so that people would stop looking at herj
that is, the supervisors such as Department Head A, and that she
could settle down then and wouldn't have to be so concerned about
not saying a word* I felt really sorry for her. As we were
talking she said, *You know, no one ever said anything to me about
that, and I didn*t realize what was going on' and it was then that
I started thinking, not out loud but to myself, here's a girl who
had never been told. I feel that a supervisor should keep a look
out for his girls and should inform them as to just what their
behavior should be. I think that a supervisor, that Is a Floor
Chief, can handle that very nicely without causing any trouble.
1 really felt sorry for that kid. I used to notice her talking
when she was working for Floor Chief A. I felt then that she should
have been told. She hardly knew what it was all about.
Hay 2
The personnel man was Interviewing an inspector who had been
seeing inspectors changed from one job to another as the number
of Inspectors gradually dwindled due to the decreasing number of
defects that were being found. During the Interview, the inspector
seemed to be very much disturbed about just what was going to happen
to her and in talking about this made the following statement: "You
know, one thing that all of us inspectors are worried about is that
they may put us over on that job (job on which 5b was placed April
25.) A lot of the boys were kidding us and telling us 'Sure, didn't
we see that girl over there the other day?' We're really bigger
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than she is, and we Know how tough It would be. Why t$ey had one
great big girl over there trying to help out and she had a terrible
time! Then to think they'd put a frail*, little thing like they had
on there the other day. Why what do they mean by that? Bo you
suppose they*re really going to start putting girls over there on
that job? And if they put girls over there, and there are four too
many of us, it sure looks like we may be the ones to go over on
that job. There's sure going to be plenty of squawking if they
try anything like that.*
May 2
Foreman C wondered how Department Head A had heard about la's
remark on April S4th that a supervisor should not bawl out a girl
in front of others. He felt that Department Chief A no longer
held any grudge against 3b and that there had been a mi sunder stand
ing. Foreman C said that Department Head A did not want anyone to
talk to an operator in a disturbed state of mind and that he did
not want to talk with anyone either. Foreman C was unaware of the
fact that 5b had talked with Department Head A at his desk on
April 2*7.
May g
personnel man observed that there did not seem to be as much
talking among employees in Group A as had been formerly manifested,
la said, *¥hey tell us to feel at home on the job but yet they get
plenty mad if we talk. *
1

May 4
Foreman A mentioned to the personnel man that Floor Chief A
was the one who had told Department Head A about la s comment
regarding Sb*s ^bawling out* on April 84, M .
f

The personnel man was interested in this because on May
1 Group Chief A had implied that he did not know how the
department head heard about la*s comment.
Department Head A had asked if any resentment had been shown
when he reprimanded 3b* Foreman A said that Floor Chief A should
have said No but that he did not seem to think quick enough and
had said "^Yes,* whereupon Department Head A had demanded "Who?*
On being tojgd it was la, he requested that she be sent over to his
desk Immediately. Foreman A asked him to defer this action
temporarily and pointed out to him that la was a leader in the group
and a cool, level headed operator and that any resentment she
showed would be expressive of the group fe&lng. He pointed out
that since a strong loyalty between employees existed in this group
to bawl out any one operator was interpreted by all others as If
they too had been reprimanded. *I also explained to him" Foreman
A said to the personnel man, *what you and I have talked about,
that that line Is so sensitive, that any change, no matter how
slight, might easily affect it at this time and that nothing should
be done to change anything in that situation unless absolutely
tt
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necessary. So as f&r as I know Department Head A never called la
to his desk.*
The personnel man and Foreman A had at various times
prior to March 1? discussed the effect of change on individual
operators and groups of operators.
Foreman A in talking about the line under Floor Chief A
mentioned that It seemed to be functioning in an efficient manner
and that there now appeared to be less talking. He felt that all
the girls should have realized that they were not to talk as two
of them had previously been warned, including Inspector la. "As
supervisors," continued Foreman A, "we seldom point out to the
operators that they may be talking too much. We run into diffi
culty when Plant Superintendent A sees operators talking and then
asks us if we have notified them that they talk too much. We ran
into the same situation during layoff period. We had never told
an. operator that she was 'just average' because we believed that
as long as operators were doing a 'good' job there was no need to
tell them that they were not exceptional. As a result many opera
tors were very much unprepared when notified of their layoff.
That made it difficult for us. How we have the same situation with
'talking* in relationship to our supervisors. Plant Superintendent
A can really put us on the spot when we have to tell him we have
not warned the operators. I have been wondering how to reprimand
the operators so that it won't affect their morale. All of the
supervisors are thinking about this now."
-

The personnel man questioned Foreman A about Plant
Superintendent A's sentiments in regard to "talking" in the
past. Had he expressed any comments at any other time re
lating to this subject? Foreman A recalled, before the change
in payment plan, that flant Superintendent A encouraged the
operators to talk and to feel relaxed. He added that con
siderable laxness prevailed at tha^t time but the output did
not seem to be affected. Foreman A wondered if perhaps they
were not putting too much emphasis on "talking" now and If
in talking to Plant Superintendent A some of these facts
could not \M mentioned.
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Tlx* objectives tit tills write-up are a« follows:
1« f0 describe a situation which* as originally manifested,
»pp»&red relatively simple but became far more complex
than the lin* organisation itself realised.
3, fo show til* consequences to employee relations of impui~
aiva supervisory action.
3. fo point out one of the- consequences of a major changaj
namely, the changes from day work to group piece wo?k
and from five to four level supervision.
5

4. IJo demonstrate the counselor's inability to plan the
distribution of nis tin* because of unforeseen demands
or developments.
5. fo roughly indicate the natura of tba counselor's aotivity.
fha report ia organised to emphasis* the chronological
sequence of

avast a as they actually happened rathor than to organise

it around the social structure or aome other scheme because this
approach aeama to bring out nore clearly the development of a problem
fro* an individual one to a general one. 1*he daaariptiTe material double spaaed - has evolved from the counselors own observations and
the composite observations of both supervisor a and employees in the
group* Intermittent single apaeed notations have been incorporated
at points where the counselor could either show the significance or
utility of her observations or demonstrate the affect of her contacts
upon the action taken, fne latter is very difficult to evaluate but
it is felt that the counselor's ability to promote desirable inter
action between people in this situation was the culmination of two
years of study in the area under consideration. In other word*, the
counselor, om the basis of her knowledge of all the individuals who
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tad worked OB this job during the last two years, their skills, at
titudes, work habits, efficiency, and norms of acceptable behavior,
was in m excellent position to inject perspective into the thinking
of the staperrisors a© that current difficulti&a would he placed in
their proper context. The historical background was j»rti«ularly
useful and probably its full significance could not have heen lifted
out had the counselor not been in close tench with personnel end J oh
developments during the entire period of growth*
/-

Many details have been omitted which are related to this
particular problem, largely beeaus* this is an attempt to briefly
describe a group »f people momentarily thrown out of equilibrium
rather than to exhibit everything known about the group and all of
its interpersonal relationships, etc

Roughly, included are those

items which the counselor had to quickly recall to mind in discuss-*
ing the problem during time intervals too brief to permit a complete
analysis of recorded data on the people and processes involved,
while reading this account it is m&st important t o think
Of the history of the group leading up to the attitudes and behavior
being brought out. Prior to march 1, 1939 when the group switched
over to piece work, it had been allowed a great deal of freedom quite
in contrast to other groups at Hawthorns, Supervisors and employees
alike, especially those engaged in conveyor operations, ssemed to
have an experimental attitude toward increasing efficiency which led
to meny improvements in work techniques, layouts, tools, and coopera
tive effort,ftmployseswere frequently consulted before changes were
introduced and were sowplliiented almost daily for improvemmnt in
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their efficiency, aa improvement which could be graphed as a steady
increase throughout. So far as discipline was concerned, one could
almost say that it was self Imposed, and acceptable behavior included
almost any activity which did not interfere with efficiency* group
singing was eosatoaplao* and no attempt was made to curtail talking;
if anything, this kind of behavior was regarded as a sort of "index
of morale•« Supervisors summed all the above up in the statement,
w*e do things in a different way in this organisation.«
With the introduction of piece work and higher output
standards, previous records could no longer be judged "satisfactory."
Consequently, employees were not accorded the recognition to which
they were accustomed* Changes in techniques and shifts in personnel
were made on a trial-error basis without consulting employees and
frequently without explanation* A* will be shown, higher Hanagensnt
began to lock at the job and attempt t o contribute some ideas which,
in their thinking, would help to bring about more rapid progress*
One of the first and most obvious things which could be seen by an
observer far removed from the work level was employee behavior and
the tendency was to classify behavior Into work or non-work catego
ries* Talking fell into the latter and rapidly beceme taboo* While
it Is possible that it may have been distracting in some Instances,
the counselor has seen little evidence of conversations which inter
fered with the employees' ability to focus attention on the work be
fore them* Instead it seemed to perform an important function in
relating peeple -together and in relieving tension created by working
at a rapid fees em repetitive operatios*.
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In order to orientate the reader. Chart 1 shows the posi
tions of the employees involved In the problem and also the changes
aade in one operator's job location from March 85, 1933 %•& April $9,

The group designated A is composed of eight women opera
tors who work on one side of a conveyor and an equal number of oper
ators who work on the other side, both lines performing the same
operations, making a total of sixteen operators which includes the
first or *lead off** girls, supply operators, the five assembling
operators, and one inspector for each line,
for the purpose of convenience and identification, through
out this report the operators will retain the numbers assigned to
the work positions on the first chart* Chart II shows the positions
where employees were finally placed*
March l? 1959
p

On March 1? a mew supervisor, Croup Chief A, took over the
group. On the same day a new method of assembling was introduced
which necessitated taking out one operator from each line* Operators
48 and 4A were removed.
March 80. 1959
Division Chief A and Assistant to works Manager A were, on
a tour of the plant and while stepping to look at Oroup A, observed
Operators 2A and SA talking. Division Chief A called Department
Chief A's and Section Chief A*s attention to this* Operator 5A was
informed of this and she in turn told tA* The supervisors felt that
if cms were told, the other wemld be informed by the operator who
had been notified*
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ifarch Z2 1939
t

division Chief A in fanning the conveyor of Croup CMaf A
two days later, eoweated to Depart**** Chief ,4 and Section Chief A,
"Tour Inspector 1A ana Operator 5A carry on extensive conversations,
don*t they?" Section Chief A and Department Chief A began to take a
closer look at the behavior of the operators on the two lines* In
spector 1A was advised by the Inspection Group Chief to cut down un
necessary talking*
March 25, 1 9 3 9
It was observed by Section Chief A and Croup Chief A that
Operator 3B talked and "argued* with the other girls, particularly
IB, and it was decided to move her and place 4A in the position of
SB and place an operator fro* another conveyor in position 3B* Oper
ator 3B was placed in another group under Croup Chief D*

the output

of both lines in Croup A was considered low, and the move was made
to determine whether 5B*s talking had affected the output* ?or the
moment her past performance, which bad always been rated excellent,
was forgotten* fhe counselor had frequently observed that 3B seamed
able to master any assignment with unusual ease* Svea though she
ordinarily assisted other operators on the line, she worked at a
faster pace than those who provided her with work*
marsh 84. 1939
Section Chief A talked with the counselor and mentioned
that to his surprisa IB had asked when 3B was to be returned* He
thorn*ht that perhaps am had misinterpreted the "srgvments" and that
they mat nave bean "friendly** Seat lorn Chief A commented that SB
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was one of tad most efficient operators that they had. He also
stated that SB was hot informed as to why she was changed, as the
supervisors were not sura as to whether her talking did affect the
output of the group*
March 25. 1939
The counselor contacted operator 31, who felt that the job
on which she had been placed was too easy and that time passed too
alow* She had already made the acquaintance of all the operators
around her* She did not seem to know why she was moved, except that
It was necessary to take one operator from the line*
Counselor directed SB's attention to the job on which she
was now working Inquiring if there was anything else about her job
that she could do* 3S indicated that she oculd make an extra wire
connection whenever she had an opportunity and if the girl next to
her could not complete her operations, she could assist her*
On the conveyor fro* which operator SB had been removed,
the girls had been wondering as to why she had been taken off. Among
those who commented to the counselor were *A and £A who said, «fe
can't understand why operator 3B was taken off. She's the most effi
cient of any of us,* and, *faey took 3B off, and she's the one girl
around here who gets through the first and always has extra time*
We don't know why she was taken off*"
The above observation was of interest t* the counselor be
cause it showed something of the group sentiment and attitude toward
3B. It also gave the counselor an insight into the group feelings
about this move so that should the supervisors discuss this with the
counselor, the eounselor would be better able, knowing how the eperators looked upon the change, to direct attention to important facts.
April 10. 1959
On April 10, 5A was absent due to illness and 3B was placed
seek en the line but in poeitiea tS. It was necessary for her to
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adapt herself to assembling operation* different from those to which
she had bean accustomed on 3B* She found that it wan neceasary for
her to stand most of the day in order to do her job* foaard the end
of the afternoon, when Croup Chief A came over to the conveyor, she
Was still having difficulty in "keeping up.* She observed him watch
ing her and bscawe irritated when he said, "Kay 3B, I didn*t think
V*

you ever had trouble keeping up J* She then entered into an argument
with him. (The counselor was present at this time.)
Group Chief A reported the above to Section Chief A, who
later told the interviewer that it had made him very angry to hear
that 3B would talk to Group Chief A as she had done.
Putting operator 3B'a remarks in their context the coun
selor talked with Section Chief A bringing out that operator SB had
been off ths line for a week, that whan placed back into the line,
she was in a new position where the operations were different, that
she had to stand up, an indication to the girls with whom she worked
that she was having difficulty, a situation new to 3B since she knew
that she was recognised by all the other girls as being one of ths
most efficient, that it was near the end of the day - 4:30 - when
she glanced up and saw her Croup Chief looking at her. the counselor
felt that Section Chief A had changed his attitude toward 5B follow
ing this discussion.
t

April IS, 1959
Inspectors XA and IB exchanged jobs with inspectors from
Croup Chief B*s conveyor, fhe change was made by supervisors who
believed there had been excess talking, neither the operators nor
the inspeotors were given a reason for the change but on the basis
of the admonition given Inspector IA on march 2S, 1939, they felt
that it was because of talking. The operators and inspectors did
not seem to fully understand what was meant by exmess talking.
the counselor noted this as again it was expressing the
group*s attitude* Should the supervisors discuss "talking* with
the counselor, the counselor would be in a position to direct their
thinking toward the employees* feelings about it*
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April 17. 1939
Section Chief B replaced A who was aasigaed to another •op
tion. Section Chief A and C worked in en advisory capacity to B
while ha learned the details of the job,
AJSC11 H&«. 1939
Section Chief 0 contacted the counselor and said that De
partment Chief A had observed SB talking two days before and wanted
to move her iwaediately. Hbthing had been said to SB.
The counselor in talking with Section Chief C suegested
that they look at the daily output figures for the past weak* The
counselor had previously looked at then and had noted that the line
on which 3B was working had shown a slight increase over lA's line.
The counselor used this opportunity to discuss with Section Chief 0
"talking" now as compared with "talking" a year ago. Section Chief
c felt that he would not do anything in regard to moving SB and
would continue to observe her behaviorfeeforemaking any decision
to move her. He did not know just how her talking was affecting
the total Output of the group, but did observe that the output of
Line 8 on which she worked was slightly higher than that of Line A.
Summary march 19. 1139 to April 84, 1939
In order to clarify the events which had taken place up to
this time, a brief summary foil***.
While walking through the department on March 20, 1939,
the Bivision Chief in emerge and the Assist to Works Manager observed
Operators £A and GA conversing en the job. The Bivision Chief called
tale to the attention of the Department chief and Section Chief who
was in charge of these operators at that time and pointed out that
th* operators should be advised to teas* talking. Section Chief A
notified 5A and left her with the responsibility for notifying «A.
Two days later the Division Chief noted that SA and Inspec
tor XA were talking and as a result all supervisors from Department
Chief down began to consciously classify this activity as undesirable.
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On the following day Section Chief A and Group Chief A observed that
SB was arguing a great deal with other employe** and without loosing
at her work record, the output of the line on whloh she was working,
or the nature of the arguments other than manifest behavior, moved
her to Group © without offering any reason for the change.
On the next day the Section Chief commented that he must
have misinterpreted the "arguments* as evidence of personal antagon
ism between 3$ and other operators, especially IB, because IB had
inquired about when 3B would be returned to her old position. Be
added that 3B was one of his most efficient operators, a fact which
had been established shortly after she was hired*
#a march 85, the counselor talked with SB on the Job* She
was quite dissatisfied because the new job was too simple and al
though she bad made rapid progress in deteloping a place for herself
in the social group, time passed very slowly* with the counselor*s
help she decided that she could carry out an extra operation and
thus keep more completely occupied. In the meantime, the counselor
observed that Group A were confused as to why the person whom they
rated as the most efficient on the line had been moved*
The move just described did serve to temporarily relieve
the attention given to talking but when 3B was returned to the group
on April 10 to fill a vacancy created by the absence of 5A, she en
countered a new problem* She was placed in position SB and had so
much difficulty keeping up with the line that the Croup Chief A be
gan to watch her closely toward the end of the day* Ha criticised
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her inability <*to kaap up,* an argument ensued, and whan Section
Chief A was informed of it, he became

T o r y

angry at bar attitude*

A

tali with, tha counselor modified his feeling through helping hia to
recognize ths circumstances loading to and surrounding tha event.
On April 13, attention of supervisors again became focused
on talking - just why is not known* Inspectors IA and IB were trans
ferred to another group for talking too Much and th« counselor began
to hear questions raised as to tha Meaning of "excess talking*"
A week later Section Chief C, now in charge of production
control for the department and formerly in charge of Section A, ad
vised the counselor that Depsrtment Chief A had again seen SB talk
ing and wanted to move her out of the group* Inasmuch as Section
Chief C works closely with Department Chief A on any personnel
changes, the counselor encouraged him to wonder why operators talk
on the job and specifically the extent to which talking bad been re
flected in output records* the latter showed that the line B had
been turning out more units per day than Line A*
April £4, 1939 (A.tt.)
*A returned after her illness, but 3B was kept on the li&c
and 4A was placed elsewhere*
fltSO I M U
Bepsrtment Chief A, while talking to Group Chief A, no
ticed SB talking to the girls around her* On leaving Croup Chief A,
he went directly over te SB and reprimanded her before the other
girls en the two lines for her talking*
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(3:05 ?*M.)
(Jroup Chief A, who in the meantime had found it necessary
to see another supervisor, not knowing that Department Chief A had
talked to operator 3B» want over to talk to her a half hour later
and said, *X noticed that while you ware talking a while ago, Depart
ment Chief A observed you* 1 just wanted to warn you* It's 0*K* for
you to talk, hut for heaven's sake, don»t do it when the old nan is
around." Operator 31 started to ery*
( 0 : 1 0 P*M*)
Group Chief A contested Operator 1A to see if she knew why
operator 3B had so suddenly started to cry* Operator 1A said she
didn't think that a supervisor should bawl a girl out in front of
the others* Croup Chief A did not know what she meant as he had not
interpreted his own remarks to operator SB as being a bawling out*
Operator 1A explained to him that Department Chief A was the super
visor to whom she was referring*
(4:00 P.M.)
Department Chief A heard that operator 1A said this and
stated to Section Chief C and Group Chief A that no operator should
tell him what to do. (Operator 1A has been in disfavor with ©apart
ment Chief A for the past few months because he feels that she was
restricting in output*)
(4:30 »«*>)
Department Chief A stopped by the conveyor and observed
31 talking* Ee became very much disturbed and requested that she
he moved immediately to a Job that would demand her full attention*
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He seemed to feel that she had disregarded alt request that aha atop
talking, and that aha was making a point of talking in front of aim*
A* operator was needed to fill an opening on another job, and a« a
punishment, it nan decided to place 3B there although thin job eeemed
to he recognised as a man's job*
Dp to this point the oonnselor had participated in only
those Instances where note has been made* Section Chief A stopped
the counselor to explain why 38 was transferred* Be reviewed the
events already described by stating that Division chief A and Assis
tant to Worka Manager A had stopped by the conveyor one day and had
noted the "talking* on the line* Division Chief A was interested
because he had heard taat the output was lower titer* than on other
lines and called Section Chief A«s and Department Chief A'* atten
tion to this* Iver slmee, he and Department Chief A had been observ
ing more closely and Department Chief A bad seen SB talking steadily
for twenty minutes and had bawled bar out Host "severely*« Only two
hours later Department Chief A, on passing the conveyor where SB was
working, had noticed that she was talking, and he thought that she
had looked directly at him, making him feel that she was deliberately
disobeying his orders* 1* had become very angry and indicated that
he would like to fire her but instead had ordered her to be placed
on the job where she was mew working*
Seetiom Chief A seid that he eould not miderstend why 5B
had conducted herself im this manner, pertiemlarly after having been
bawled out the wey she was, adding that Department Chief A bed dene
everything but aweer im talking with operator 31* Seetiom Chief A
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stated that operator 3B had dona a very good job while working under
(Sroup Chief B and that Group Chief D, on nueding a vary efflolemt
operator, had asked that operator 3i he given to him, as he consid
ered her to ha better than any other operator that he had. Section
Chief A stated farther that operator 3B was regarded as being very
efficient by all of the supervisors for whom she had worked* He had
felt, however, that she did not cooperate to the fullest extent with
the girls with whom she worked* that she did her own Job vary well
but did not seem to help those around her whenever they needed any
assistance* He added that due to Department Chief A ' S feeling about
her, she would never go back on a conveyor again*
the counselor had not as yet talked to Operator 3B but did
raise questions in light of past observations* "Sow positive could
one be that operator SB had talked in defiance to Department Chief
A*s wishes?" *yu*t how were the supervisors looking at 'talking?'*
"How do the operators look at 'talking?'*
bmv* the supervisors
looked upon •talking* in the past?" the counselor was inquiring in
this area so that Section Chief A might look at it more closely. At
the beginning of the discussion, Section Chief A seemed to be in
aecerdance with Deportment Chief A's feeling but toward the end, his
feeling seemed to be modified,
April *6. ?f39 (A.lf.)
Section Chief 0 and Section Chief B had 3B come to Section
Chief C's desk where they explained to 5B the reason for her trans
fer* Section Chief 0 also told 31 that Department Chief A had wanted
to fire her* Section Chief 1 had just been transferred to this sec
tion and asked Section Chief 0, a former supervisor in the section,
to talk to SB.
Auril lg* 1939 (SOS*,*,)
She eeunseler approached SB's mew positiem. She called to
the counselor and said, "1 dem't suppose you expected to see me here*
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1** being punished. This is really a man's job* Jiy arm and my
fingers aoha so. Have scratched my arms too* These boys with whom
I am working «ra sura rasaisg me* Department thief A became very
impatient with me* Told me I was dis tree ting the other girls. - I
hadn't looked at it that way* 2 ean see what he meant* Ha has
wrong impression* I think* Thinks what he Said west in one ear and
out the other. It didn't really* The girls on the line wanted to
know to what X owed my success* (Having an opportunity to talk with
a department or division ehief was usually considered a compliment
but in this instance it was known to be the reverse*) 1 told them
I guessed it was the gift of gab* After a while I couldn't stand
it any more and I cried* At first I tried to laugh so they wouldn't
see I felt so bad* I've promised Section Chief B that I will never
talk* I'm under his care now and can't let him down* Could we talk
tomorrow? I want to talk to Department Chief A but don't know just
what to say**
(3:46 P.M.)
A Personnel Placement woman contacted the counselor, ask*
ing if she knew SB* She wondered how it had happened that a girl
had been placed on a job which she considered to be man's work*
mere it should be noted that im transferring 3B to another
location, other employees beeeme involved in quite a different way*
She was placed en a job heretofore rated as a man's job for "punishJws^(Kss/^^

o5t3Es^Ji ^fiL^e^ ss^ ^s^ CJ^sy^* w^^^pd^H^Jfc^^^^ sm^ ^9(Hss^ ^^^K^ ^^Js^e^ 1(^^SJBse^!ssi sW^m^w^P^^^w^e^t

€1^ ^H^€HKW<^^e^3? ^L^C^

they weuld be transferred to these more difficult job* and men be
eeme apprehensive ever whether or met they weuld be reylaeed by
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women* la other words, they could only interpret the change la the
light of what they observed, that is, the organisation seemed to be
replacing mem with women* Bvidently the faet that 3B had been moved
to this particular job was so apparent that the Placement Interviewer
immediately noticed it*
April B6, 1939 (4800 VM»)
Counselor contacted Section Chief B to make arrangements
for taking 3B off the Job for an interview. (3B at this time was
reporting dirsetly to Section Chief 9} Section Chief B pointed out
that if he had been in this ssctlon longer he would not have moved
3B* He felt that she had not had a *iquar« deal* and added that she
was young (Si years eld) and had never before been told about her
excess talking* Se said he did not feel that he could talk to De
partment Chief A about this, however* Be believed that Department
Chief A had acted too quickly and had not given her enough tlms to
show what she could do,- 'le begem the conversation saying that 3B
should not go to sss Department Chief A as the latter was leaving
everything up to his supervisors* toward the end he stated that he
felt if 3B wanted to see Department Chief A she should see him, that
Section Chief 0 had said she should mot but he could met see that it
would harm her in any way and might help her* He' seemed to feel
that the job she was on was too heavy for a girl* Be added that he
hoped she could be taken off the job the following morning and placed
em a conveyor and that each of his group chiefs (5) had requested,
her for their conveyera*
In mentioning this to the counselor Beetle* Chief B sud
denly stopped and said, "I've been saying many things to you that
are confidential - could % say theee same things te anyone else from
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your organization who might take your plaee? Do all the individual*
in your- organization regard confidential material the name way you
do?* The counselor used this opportunity to discuss "personnel coun
seling* and the way counselors function in a territory. Section
Ohief B mentioned to the interviewer that Section chief A had com
mented to him when he was transferred to this section that he should
contact the counselor as he (Section Chief A) had bad several con
tacts with, the counselor and had come away from them feeling that he
had gained a great deal of help.
April

im

(d;45 P>H,)

Group Chief A told 3B that it might he well for her to con
tact Department Chief A as she had left the wrong Impression with him*
April 87. 1939 (8:30 A*M»)
(Interview with 3B) SB felt that she must talk to Depart
ment Chief A and let hi* know that what he had said had not gone "in
one ear and out the other" - that she had not realised how she was
distracting the other operators as she had always been able to do
her own work:. She said that Croup Chief A had told her the preceding
evening as she left the plant that it would be well for her to talk
to Department Chief A and get things straightened out*
SB had always appeared to the counselor* to the supervisors
and girls with whom she worked, to be a carefree, happy-go-lucky in
dividual, but In talking with her, 5B mentioned that she was mot liv
ing at home, that her father was very strict, beat her mother and
made living at home for her unpleasant ae that she had decided to
leave* Htr boy friend, wham she plans to marry in September, is em
ployed but is at home due te a disability incurred while working*
Be has worked only a short time during the past year and SB had met
all payments em a lf3f Plymouth owned by him* She gives her mother
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| 5 . 0 0 a week and occasionally buys bar two younger brothers clothing.
She pays fS.GO tor her board ana room. At present she is leaking
#28.00 & week. She seamed to express a desire to go back home and
also was wondering if she really loved her boy friend. She did
stress the fact that her job was very important to her. She further
stated that the girls with whom she works think that she is ah only
child. She explained this saying that when working in another de
partment » someone had started that story and. that everyone knew her
father worked for Western Slectrie and all had assumed that she had
a very easy life. After the story became widespread, she had de
cided to say nothing further about it. Bhe was very much disturbed
because of the «jaJt* in which she was involved and was determined to
talk to Department Chief A. After Department Chief A talked to her
the first time on April £4tb, she had not talked to anyone until al
most time to leave when she asked the girl next to her about ths job.
•The girls across from her had told her that Department Chief A was
watching her. and she felt he may have beOome angry over this so that
she also wanted to explain this incident. She appeared to be worried
for fear Department Chief A would be angry when she talked to him and
said that she understood that he had wanted to fire her,
»I usually think about what I'm going to talk about ahead
of time, but I didn't in regard to this interview. I asked the
girls with whom X have worked and the girls that I know who have
been out for an interview just what they talked about and they said
it didn't make amy difference,that I could talk about anything.
They said 1 could talk about my boy friend, or about clothes, job,
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OP about anything 1 wanted to, no 2 didn't tMnk about what 1 would
say this time, t didn't realize, though, that I'd ba talking all
about «y family**
Buring tha interview, tha eounselor helped SB restate bar
problem. SB also repeated four timss to tha counselor, want she was
planning to say to Bepartmeut Chief A* the interview strengthened
the relationship which existed between the counselor and SB and
through it, problems and facts were discussed which had never been
touched upon before*
April 87. 1939 < 11:18 A»M*)
Counselor observed 3B talked with Department Chief A at
his desk* fhe counselor also noted that both SB and Department
Chief A were smiling*
(11:18 A*M.)
n

Section Chief B stopped the interviewer and aaid, % told
Department Chief A this morning that 2 thought we had acted a little
too hastily with SB and that I think we should give her another
chance* Be seemed to be in perfect accord with, that and said that
if 2 felt that she realised what her talking meant and that if X
felt that she had learned her lesson, that she could be taken off
the job and placed on the conveyor in Croup S immediately. 2 think
t got my peint stress te him all right**
Section Chief B's action here, seemed to be the result of
looking at more facts im the situation which had been mentioned im
the contact with the counselor the preceding day*
April »S lf99
f

the counselor contacted SB, wme remarked that she had
looked around for the counselor after she left Department Chief A's
desk as she wanted to let the counselor knew that everything mad
turned cut all right* *It was just erne, two, three* Re did think
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that 1 had deliberately gone ahead talking after ha had told m not
to, so it *a a good thing I stopped to sae him. X think everything
ie fixed up all right alow, and he told me he'd forget all about it*
fie said he really tries to he a good supervisor, and 1 told him yes,
that 1 thought lie was a good supervisor, and about that time J
thought I'd leave because it seemed to be a good place to stop* So
everything worked out all right* fhe job I'm on now ie a very easy
one and perhaps 1 can pick it up so quickly that I can help the girl
next to me* I'm now only supposed to put in two screws but if I can
put in a third one too, that would help her, and since the job is so
easy, X thought 1 ought to be able to get sy spssd up so that I can
do that all right* I'm not talking to any of the girls around me,
though**
t»e counselor questioned SB when she remarked that her job
was an "easy erne* and asked if there were any additional operations
on her job* SB demmented about the girl who operated the automatic
screw driver and watched her a few minutes determining what her oper
ations were* 3he observed at that time that if she put in the third
screw, she might assist tnat operator*
1

may 1. 1939
The counselor went into the department to contact an In
spection supervisor and three of the inspectors* The following con
tacts in which reference made to SB occurred as the counselor was
walking from one end of the aisle to the other?
Croup Chief A seidt *Ohrsrythlng is running along very
nicely new - not having amy difficulty at all* The output is up
100 mere than Department Chief A ever anticipated* I'm really en
tap ef the world* I haven't mad any dTficulty at ail except for
what happened the ether day with SB* 1 felt pretty serry for her.
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1 knew that she wee at first blaming me for what happened* I saw
Department Chief A looking at her, but didn't dream that he would
go over and speak: to her immediately. X had to oontaot another super
visor and by the time t got baek Department Chief A had already been
over to see her, and X guees he really bawled her out. X didn't know
anything about it and really got my foot into it. X went over just
to warn her, and the next thing X knew she was orying. X went around
to see 1& and she said that she didn't think any supervisor ought to
bawl a girl out on a oonveyor as had been done, X told her X didn't
think X had bawled her out* She said, "No, you didn't, but Department
Chief A did." Xt seems as if the old man heard about that* She's
really a good kid, and X would like to have her working for me any
time. She knows how to get right in there and do the job.
Am the counselor loft Group Chief A, she eontlnued to look
for the supervisor in Inspection* Croup Chief C passed her and the
counselor spoke to him, while still looking around for the inspsctor*
Croup Chief C almost immediately, after a slight pause when neither
the counselor nor group chief said anything, said, «Yo%fc know, it was
just too bad that 1 was never able to have 3B work for me* X think
that she's one of the best operators around here. X feel that had
she worked for me that this never would have occurred. When ehe came
back from talking with Department Chief A the other day, X gave her
a few little words of advice* X told her that if she would try to
de her own job and would be very careful so that ehe would never talk
when anyone saw her, that after about a week or so that people wsuld
step looking at her} that is, the supervisors such as Department Chief
A, and that she seuld mettle down then and wouldn't have to be so
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concerned about aot saying a word. I fait really sorry forfear,as
we were talking she said. 'You know, ao one ever said anything to AS
about that, and X didn't realize what was going on* and it was than
that I started thinking, not out loud but to myself, hare's a girl
who had never been told. X feel that a supervisor should keep a
lookout for his girls and should Inform them as to just what their
behavior should be. X think that a supervisor, that is a group chief,
can handle that very nicely without causing any trouble. X really
felt sorry for that kid, X used to notice her talking when she was
working for Group 0hief &« X felt then that she should have been
told, She hardly knew what it was all about. Look over at her now tha little girl next to her is certainly a chatterbox. She seems to
he going at the rate of £40, yet 39 doesn't dare say a word. Eight
across from her is Group Chief B, so you can see that she's practi
cally between the devil and the deep blue sea. X think that Croup
Chief B should do something about that. He's right there and can
see the girl talking with her. Be ought to go over and talk to that
girl and tell her that sfcs's talking a little bit too much. Be
should by no means tell her that the girl next to her is on proba
tion now and can't speak a word, but he could indicate to her that
she shouldn't talk so much and that in turn would help S B . there
isn't a better operator around here than SB, and anyone of us would
be glad to get her.
The counselor talked with Croup Chief C about "talking*
and just what it msamt to the operator, to other operators, to
supervisors, to the job, and has it always been looked upon in the
same manner as it is today.
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Ifay S, 1 9 5 9
the counselor was interviewing an Inspector who had been
seeing inspectors changed from ana job to another as the number of
Inspectors gradually dwindled due to the decreasing^ number of defects
that were being found* Daring tha interview, the inspector seemed
to be very much disturbed about just what was going to happen to her
and in talking about this made the following statement: "Yon know,
one thing that all of us inspectors are worried about is that they
may put us over on that job (job on which 3B was placed April 25,
1939}*

A

lot of the boys were kidding us and telling us •Sure, didn't

we see that girl over there the other day?* We're really bigger than
she is, and we know hew tough it would be* Why they had one great
big girl over there trying to help out and she had a terrible time*
Then to think they'd put a frail, little thing like they had on there
the other day* Why what do they mean by that? Bo you suppose they're
really going to start putting girls over there on that job? And if
they put girls over there, and there are four too many of ue, it sure
looks Ilka we may be the onee to go over on that job. There's sure
going to be plenty of squawking if they try anything like that**
Hay 3 , 1 9 3 9
Section Chief C wondered how Department Chief A had heard
about lA's remark on April S4th that a supervisor should not bawl
out a girl in front of others. He felt that Department Chief A no
longer held any grudge against SB and that there had seen a misunder
standing* Section Chief 0 maid that Department Chief A did not want
anyone to talk to an operator in a disturbed state of mind and that
h« did not want to talk with anyone either* Section Chief C was urn-
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aware of the fact that 3B had taXicad with Department Chief A at hia
desk on April 2?.
may 3. 1939
Counselor observed that there did not seem to he as mueh
talking among employees la Group A as had been formerly manifested.
1A said, "They tall ua to feel atfcon»on tha job but yet they get
plentyfflsdif we talk."
3tey 4, 1939
Section Chief A mentioned to the counselor that Group Chief
A was the one who had told Department Chief A about lA*s ooment re
garding 3B*s "bawling out" on April 24, 1939.
The counselor was interested in this because on Hay 1 Group
Chief A had implied that he did not know how the department chief
heard about lA*s comment.
Department Chief A had asked if any resentment had bean
shown whan he reprimanded 3B* Section Chief A said that Croup Chief
A should have said "Ho" but that he did not seem to think quick
enough and had said "Tee," whereupon Department Chief A had demanded
"Who?" On being told it was 1A, he requested that she be sent over
to his desk immediately* Section Chief A asked him to defer thla ac
tion temporarily and pointed out to him that 1A was a leader in the
group and a cool, level headed operator and that any resentment she
showed would be expressive of the group feeling* Be pointed out that
since a strong loyalty between employees existed in this group to
bawl out any cms operator was interpreted by all others as if they
too had been reprimanded* "I also explained to him" Section Chief A
said to the counselor, *wmat you and I have talked about, that that
line is se sensitive, that any change, no matter how slight, might
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easily attest it at this tiiaa and that nothing should ha done to
change anything in that situation unless absolutely necessary* So
as far as X know Department Chief A never sailed lA, to his desk**
the counselor and Seetiom chief A baa at various times
prior to Mardh 17, 1939 discussed tha effect of change on individual
operators and groups of operators*
Section chief A in talking about tha line under Group Chief
A mentioned that it seemed to be functioning in an efficient manner
and that there now appeared to be less talking* Re felt that all the
girls should have realized that they were not to talk as two of them
had previously been warned, including Inspector XA* "As supervisors,"
continued Section Chief A, *we seldom point out to the operators that
they may be talking too much* We run into difficulty when Division
Chief A sees operators talking and then asks us If we have notified
them that they talk too much* We ram into the same situation during
layoff period* fe had never told an operator that she was •just
average* because we believed that as long as operators were doing a
•good* job there was no need to tell them that they were not excep
tional* A» a result many operators were very much unprepared when
notified of their layoff* that made it difficult for us* How we have
the same situation with 'talking' in relationship to our supervisors*
Division Chief A can really put us on the spot when we have to tell
him we have mot warmed the operators* I have been wondering how to
reprimand the operators so that it won't affect their morale* All of
the supervisors are thinking about this mow*"
The eeussclor queetlemed Section Cmief A about Division
Chief A'S sentiments in regard te "talking" im the past* Had he ex
pressed amy as—ants at any ether time relating to this subjeet?
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Section Chief A recalled a report to which he had contributed that
Division Chief A had cent to Hew York. In it a long part had been
devoted to personnel relationships stating that the supervisors encourted the operators to talk and to feel relaxed* He added that
it was pointed out in the same paper, that considerable laxness
prevailed, but at the same time, the output did not Ssea to be
affaoted. Seotion Chief A wondered if perhaps they were not putting
too much emphasis on "talking" .now and if in talking to Division
Chief A soma of these facta could not b« mentioned.
Hay S. 1939!
Department Chief A in talking with the counselor said that
operator 3B had perhaps been misguided, that he was not vindictive
in any way and wanted to give her another chance* He added that ah©
had been placed on another job where she was proving to be very effi
cient*
Conclusions
1* The attention of higher Jfanagement when in direct contact with
the shop tends to focus, under certain conditions, on the mani
fest activity of employees and from very brief observations
value judgments as hastily formed*
1*1 'then a major change is introduced or abnormal demand* are
being made of a situation, this kind of attention seams to
occur with increasing frequency*
£* The behavior and thinking of subordinate supervisors may be com
pletely altered, regardless of their real sentiments, through,
the influence of a high authority* Employee habits, etc*, which
had formerly been lneiglfieant become Important and vice versa*
3* To win the approval of higher level supervisors, orders may be
carried out explicitly even though they conflict with known
facts and ssntlments*
4* Action taken following the above stimuli may lead to impulsive
dseislons so that both action and response may be highly emo
tional* Eventually, many more people are thrown cut of equil~
ibrium by a specific form ef action than was originally intsnded*
5* Xn the kind of situation described, the counsslor may, if well
Informed and aware ef the history leading up to any problem,
contribute a great deal toward 8*1 Delaying action until sufficient deliberation has been
MIMANIMCM. —• **
•JW*W*SF*#m#
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5«s »ai*to*i^~f»tion.
5*3 Placing current situations in context for those involved*
5*4 Promoting interaction between people which is constructive
ant directed at facts*
5 . 5 Encouraging lower level supervisors to resist criticism not
in accord with their sentiments and experience* This de
pends, of course, upon their relationship with higher super
visors and whether or not their positions would be strengthened
by resisting*
6,

The direction in which the counselor may be taken in some problems
is almost unpredictable* the time factor is also a difficult one
to estimate; in this case the counselor had to make a number of
contacts over a seven week period.
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